Kaffe Kats Pattern
Written by Donna Jordan for Jordan Fabrics
Finished Size: 48 x 71”

Make sure to watch our YouTube Video Tutorial on this project!

Required Material:
12 Fat Quarters in a variety of prints for cat & heart appliques
½ yard each of 4 near- solid background prints
1” border: ½ yard cut 5 @ 3” WOF
2” border: ½ yard cut 6 @ 2” WOF
3” border: 1 yard cut 6 @ 5” WOF
Binding: 5/8 yard
Backing: 3 yards
**Cutting Instructions:**
From each background, cut 1 strip at 14” WOF, then sub-cut into 3 – 11 x 14” pieces. Transfer the heart and cat applique templates onto stiff paper, cardboard, plastic, or your choice of medium. Trace 1 cat and 1 heart onto the back of each Fat Quarter, and cut. Pin and glue baste (we use Quilter’s Choice Basting Glue) a cat onto a background. Pin and glue baste the heart onto the cat. Repeat with all 12 cats and hearts.

**Sewing Instructions:**
Place a sheet of stabilizer under your whole background (we use newsprint or Stitch n’ Tear) using the stabilizer of your choice. Stitch all the way around the raw edge of the cat and the heart using the stitch of your choice – zig zag, blanket stitch, straight narrow edge stitch, etc.) Tear away or remove the stabilizer. Arrange the cats into rows of 3 x 4.

**Border Instructions:**
Sew 1st border all the way around your patchwork. Repeat with the 2nd and 3rd borders. Quilt, bind, and enjoy!

**Watch our other Video Tutorials on YouTube!**
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